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The team - who are we?

From Good Things Foundation:

• Francesca Hall 
• Adam Micklethwaite
• Holly Bagnall-Bell

From Toynbee Hall:

• Sharon Mena
• Haydn Jones
• Frances Burton

Delegate lists handed out
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Not here today but part 
of the project:



Today’s programme
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10.00am Session 1:
● Introduction
● Hopes and Fears
● Financial capability - what’s it all about?

11.15am Break 

11.30am Session 2:
● Introduction to MAPTool
● ‘Control’ and ‘Test’ delivery 

12.45pm Lunch (also MAPTool Q&A surgery)

1.15pm Session 3:
● Exploring Unit 6 ‘Introduction to and Understanding Financial Service Providers’

2.15pm Break

2.30pm Session 4:
● Potential challenges
● Evaluation & MAPTool
● Final information (inc. Q&A)



The aims of today

By the end of the day all attendees will have a good 

understanding of:

● The project and centre funding requirements

● Financial capability 

● The MAPTool and how it will be used to support project 

delivery and evaluation

● How the interventions are designed including the tools for 

delivery

● What support will be given to, particularly during set-up
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MAS Financial Inclusion Project

• Aims to help a total of 720 people to 
improve their financial capability 
through digital.

• Partnership with financial inclusion 
experts Toynbee Hall and research 
experts from the University of Sheffield.

• The ability to transact online can reduce 
the poverty premium. Are individuals 
receiving financial capability support 
better able to transact online if they are 
also supported to undertake a live 
transaction online?

• Exciting new way of working for us, 
thank you for taking part.
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Important announcement

● Delivery moved - due to start 01 February 2017

● Delivery will still using the ‘Stepped Wedge’ model - University of Sheffield are 

currently randomising all centres so you will be notified in the next 10 days. 

(Personalised delivery plans will be issued in January.)

● More info about the difference between ‘Control’ and ‘Test’ in Session 2
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Months 1-2
(Feb - Mar)

Months 3-4
(Apr - May)

Months 5-6
(Jun - Jul)

Months 7-8
(Aug - Sept)

Group 1 Control Test Test Test

Group 2 Control Control Test Test

Group 3 Control Control Control Test



Funding requirements

● Delivery: February 2017 - September 2017

● 18 centres delivering the project receiving £5,000 each

● Payments:

○ December 2016 (50% grant upfront)

○ May/June 2017 (25% grant subject to performance)

○ September 2017 (25% grant subject to performance)
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Centre requirements

● Be willing and able to take a consistent approach in the 

delivery of the programme, and operate in line with the 

specific research design

● Obtain informed consent from each participant

● Facilitate regular, detailed and accurate data collection with 

participants

● Support wider evaluation requirements (more details later)
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Session 1

● Hopes and Fears
● Financial Capability - What’s it all 

about? 



Session 2

● Introduction to MAPTool
● ‘Control’ and ‘Test’ delivery 



Control and Test delivery

● Why have we chosen a ‘randomised design’?

We chose the randomised ‘stepped-wedge’ design to 

ensure that we collect the highest quality data that we 

can.

● As stated, project delivery will need to adhere to the 

specifications laid out by Toynbee Hall to ensure it 

produces comparable, quality data.

● We need to ensure there remains a clear distinction 

between control and test delivery (more on this later).
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Months 1-2 Months 3-4 Months 5-6 Months 7-8

Group 1 Control Test Test Test

Group 2 Control Control Test Test

Group 3 Control Control Control Test

Delivery profile



Control and Test: in brief

Control

● 8 week financial capability course, designed by Toynbee 

Hall (focused on digital financial capabilities)

● 2 hours of group-based support a week, for 8 weeks

Test

● The same course, but …
● Instead of a class session in week 5, each learner 

undertakes a live transaction with 1-1 support from the 

centre. 
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Control and Test - making the 
distinction

● Centres will receive guidance with different session plans 

and information for control and test. 

● There should be no crossover between the two types of 

delivery

● Things to consider:

○ What if a participant in ‘control’ asks for support to 

undertake an online transaction?

○ What if a participant in ‘test’ just wants to watch 

rather than do a transaction themselves?
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Session 3

● Exploring Unit 6 ‘Introduction to 
and Understanding Financial 

Service Providers’



Session 4

● Potential challenges
● Evaluation & MAPTool

● What support is available for 
centres?
● Q&A



Evaluation (inc. MAPTool)

● Data collection via the MAPTool for participant surveys

● Good Things Foundation telephone interviews throughout 

delivery with:
○ A 5% sample of participants 

○ Managers and staff/volunteers from 10 of the 18 participating UK 

online centres

● This qualitative evidence will be used to assess the 

effectiveness of the project’s delivery model
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Evaluation and data collection

● Participant data will be collected via the MAPTool

Haydn will now recap how this will work.

● Centres must consider how they will protect participant 

data:

○ What systems/processes do you have in place?

○ How will you store participant details?

○ In what environment will you run the ‘assisted digital’ 

support?
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Evaluation and Ethics
● Consent forms must be obtained from all participants for data 

collection and participation in a research project.

● It’s essential that participants taking part in the ‘test’ delivery 
(including assisted digital) sign the form to show their understanding 
of the implications of participating in the intervention.

● Consent forms should be kept together in a locked cupboard.

● Good Things Foundation / Toynbee Hall are seeking additional 
guidance (eg. from FCA) about the ethical considerations we need to 
make for the ‘assisted digital’ element of the project. 

● The participant should always come first in this project. If they do 
not feel comfortable then do not proceed with the online transaction.
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What support will you receive?
All funded centres will receive/have access to:

● Project guidance (inc. project overview, Personalised project 
delivery plan, summary of support, template consent form)

● Support from the team (inc. Network Coordinator, Researcher)

● Tutor Handbook & Content Handbook (inc. logins for online 
resources, session plans, syllabus details)

● MAPTool guidance

● Webinars (inc. MAPTool, Course syllabus)
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Any questions?

Ask the team…

If in doubt, get in touch!

0114 349 1635
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Thank you 


